
VISIBILITY  
ON 

OPERATIONS & SECURITY 
ANALYTICS

These types of Analytics from BigFix Data provide a summary 
of Security Posture and Operational Performance. 
 
Critical Reports such as exposed number of assets, teams 
workloads and  vulnerability posture are rendered by 
continent, region, country, business unit or site location.  

Rather than spending countless hours on analyzing spread-
sheets, DERESO™ allows for management to monitor 
Operational processes, track patching e�ciency in both real 
time and monthly trends, to implement continuous improve-
ments to the target SLA. 

VULNERABILITY 
REPORTS

Content for Operational Data include over 100 analytical metrics and indicators 
viewed from one single console.   It is analyzed from BigFix Data coming from 
BigFix Insights.  This Analytical Dashboard saves countless hours of spreadsheet 
reports. It is easy to use, with pull down menus, hover and click through features. 

This near-real time and month to month historical trends lets you see the  
performance  patterns consistently happening over time allowing for 
improvevements relating to patching strategies  and policy improvement.  
Overall,  it lets you reduce mean time to patch (MTTP)  and improve service 
levels.  

The Patching Key Perfomance Indicator (KPI) section includes over 25 out of the 
box analytical reports.  Included are  key metrics containing patch policy 
performance, Compliance Trends all relating to the number of critical devices or 
assets.  
 
 

OPERATIONAL
DATA ANALTYICS

VULNERABILITY 
DATA

The Common Vulnerability Exposure (CVE) Dashboard provides a 
single place to quickly �nd, track and �x vulnerabilities.   

The selecting of the CVE and “drill through” to the CVE Patch Nexus 
action plan allows for identi�cation of patches required to �x the 
vulnerability lessen the critical CVE scenario.    

This data provides for CVSS severity levels by number of machines 
and various needed patches  in order to quickly remediate 
vulnerabilities.  

DERESO™  Analytical Dashboard is a visual representation of Assets, Patches 
and Vulnerabilities that help tighten focus on critical assets, allowing for 
process and policy improvements to meet Compliance and Service Levels.

DERESO™

                    The Resolute Analytical Dashboard for BigFix Software

Data Analytics for BigFix Software Users  

Requirements:   BigFix Insights;  Microsoft Power BI Premium per user or capacity subscription

 ESM Technology Inc.   250 Park Avenue, 7th Floor, NY NY 10177 Email:  ajs@esm-technology.com to schedule a demo and for more information


